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TITLE: 'The Middle School: Its Institution and English Curriculum

-AUTHOR: Barbara D. Nazelrod

The Purpose of this study is to trace the middle school

through its beginnings as a junior high school organization in

the late.1800s to its present form. Included are the historical, ,

Philosophical, psycl,ologioal; socialt and educational'tationales

.isor its existence. Concurrent with research on this national

trendi.s information about the English/Language Arts curriculum

which has been utilized ip,the middle school.

.
Finally, this paper analyses the English curriculumsof

middle grades in Baltimore County, Maryland's public schools.

It, concludes wkth recommendations for necessary modifications
in tile County's system mhich are eeded to best implement the
En'elksh curriculum withip the total middle school context.

Findines include a lell-planned and well-designed grade

rebrganization whose structure suits its purpose. Likewise is

an,English program designed for the needs of the middle school

student. Baltimore County's middle school program is still
emereine, do-existing with its junior high-school organization,

Within this'changing grade level -structure.is an Englishcurricu-

lum 6th, 7th, and 8th grades written with.an eye to the

future trends in grade.reorganizatidni Baltimore County's-

curriculum appears exemplary in being a "student-centered"

curriculum, containing objectives and activities geared toward

the transescent. d
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In today's world of education, a world simultaneously

characterized by open-space, computerize'd learning, and

"back to basics", 1-,;he creation of the middle,school seems

to be an almost haphazard development. Trends such as
7

senior high.school.Drer-population and increasingly 16wer

enrollments in the elementary and junior'high schools

seem to be lOgical undercurrentp of its existepc.:: ,School

alasings due to s...:oh shifts in student numbers als'a appear

o be sufficient reasons to create the riddle school. It

would offer a practical way to solve a very real'problem.

While these may seem to be the reasons behind
i
the inception

of the middle school, they could not be farther from touching

the real WHY of the middle school development.

6
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HiFtorical Philoso hical Perspectives of the Middle School:

Histor:itally, the development of.the middle school can

be traced to 1893.with -the beginning of the junior high

school prganization of grade levels. This concept of

intermediate grades.was conceived by Charles W. Elliott

and his "Committee of Ten", who, in 1893 first formalized.

dissatisfaction with the grading level system at that time,

grades 1 thr,ough B, and 9 through 12. From the 18901s

until 1918, various educational committees,worked to develop

I

the rationale for t:he 6-3-3 grade organization. (Lynch,"

1979, p.2) By the t1T.1 of the century, at the earliest,

the idea of the junior high s.phool had beCome popular.

In 1910 this 1ea becaMe a reality with the opening of

the first two junior high schools in the.nation, one in .

Columbus, Ohio, and the other in Berkeley, California.

(Stier, 1973, p.1)

The meed for grade in the early 19001s

was based on the judgment th' the Outmoded -8-4 system

wa; unable to meet certain educational demands entru gd

to it by society. In his book, The Emergent Middle Sc ool,

(PP. 4561).Alexander lists several argumenis for such *a
,

change to the 6-3-3 grouping. These include: ,

\

-- The differences in organization, sub-
. ject mattei. emphasis and philoophy.

-- Th-e need to establiph a.school that
could bridge the ga'p between the elemen-
tary and secoridary levels in order to

6
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alleviate.trang'itional problems.

-- The differences in the social, educational,

:and vocational needs between elementary -

and secondary students.

- Educators of- the early 190013. therefore, belived

that a seferate 'school level, capable of focusing On the

needs of Children in their early teens, should be developed.,

'These pioneers recognized the need for better provisions

in school programs for adolescents, including the4need for

greqter pupil exploration, individualized instruction, and

better articulation between elementary and secondary educa-
.

tion. (Lynch, p.2)

Thus the educational structure in the-United States

was redefined into a system which.would -be nationally recog-

nizea. As Alexander. (p. 46) later concurred, the argu-

ments n favor of establishing the'junior high "zr,ocved con-
.

vincing enough" to educaiN's in numerous scIlool districts:
0

By.1960, over 80% of students in out nation'S schools in

grades 7-9 had received their education in a junior high

school. ,

,As early as the 1940's, however, Tollowing World War

II, junior high schools Were criticized for their failure

to accomplish what they.were created to do:: to be an in-

deprdent Aructure7 with its oWn purposes and directionr"

Instead, critics called the junior high a "mirror image

.

of the penior high." (Stier, p.2) In addition, as Howard

(1968, p. 1),Writes, those; who condemned the junio't high

institution claimed that the Teasons.fot which the junior
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hi gh school Aarted no longer existed, or weremuch changed.

In,fact, according to Lynch (p. 2)., the junior high struc'-

ture that had existed for so many years had several.nega-
4

tive characteristics, some being;
.

"". lack RI' specialv,training'needed for
successful 'junior high teaching:::

- - little attention being given to 'certi-
'fication requirements for this level;

-- lack of prestige for -ale junior high
schools and their.teachers.

: Stier( s. 2). likewise indicatesocriticism of the junior

high school by stating Alexander's (1968).arguments against

the continuance of this system.' In addition to the items

named in Lynch's list, Alexander includes:

likeness of, interests and maturity.of
ninth'zi'ade students to senior-high
students;

inklexibility.and fragmentation of 'junior
high school programs:,

- - records of ninth grader§ bein included in
four-year repoAs to college \

Against this,backdrop of cr.iticism,aw.a.r.enessof

changing educational nvsities and Alues and new dnsights

into the needs of the,middle range of the student pOpu=:

lation, the middl school emerged. The current concept of

the middle school began developing in the late 50's. But

the common organizational patte ns as we know today came

into existehce in 1963. (K d, 14olotkiewicz, Mickleson,

and Coplein, 1981, p. 2) A iddle school generally includes

grades 7 and 8 in its organization. In a stud'y by Raymer.

V
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( 1973-1974), there existed 1,906 middle bc-haoIs in the.

United States. Theze were 521 which in'cluded grades 5-8;

1,092-w1ighoused grades 6-8. irhe remainder included'
,

various, conbinations of grades 4-9. Currently, grades 6;-8

and 5-8 ate the Most common for the middle school organi-

zation in the,,United States.

Regardless of the actual grade levels, it became 011-

vious in th050's and 601s that What was needed was the.de-

velopment of educational 'IcTograms for Ale Hin-belfWeen-agers."

(KindTed, Wolotkiewicz, Mickleson, and Coplein, p.'1) In
,

1969, David Eichorn described a child in this group as being*/

a "transescent" thp period of not being a child or'adoles-

cent. (Lynch, p. 3) Tile middle school, then, developed as
.

the edu.cational haven for the transescent, thht child be-
0

.--.A

t e n 11.and 14 (yeaTs of age, that child-in-change'. Phys-
,

ica , emotional, psychological, and social changes are
,

occurring"simultaneously, creating a time or unprecedented.

flux. ,As one anonymous student wrote tibout th.ase confusing ".

t
years in a .teen-ager's life:

,

"I'm sometimcs sullpn, often shy,'acutely sensitive.

My fear erupteas anger. 'I= find it hard to give.

I talk about myself when I'm afraid,
.

** And oTten spend'a,day withoTt anything to say . . .

Often'I'm tc)(5 serious; selcloth predictably the same:

Sometiffies cold and distant;
Probably I'll always change..
I bluster,and brag, seek attention like a child.
I brood and polit; my anger .could be. wild.

I shake a little almost every day

Because I'm moAe*frightenet than anyone can khow. . .

And.if, at times, I. show by trembling side.
The anXious, feartul part

,r.
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.I wonder,
Will .you be my friend?"

6

As thrs veise indicates,'thesé pubescent.teen-age years
.

rank high.as one of the most.difficult growing periods in-a.
. ,,

0.

person's life. Pre-adolescents and early adores-dents find

themselves to be pert.of a unique group as far as tr8wth

and developmeht are conceilled, A marked difference eXists
, .

among and between thes e children'in growth rate, height,

weight,.sexual maturation, and academic skills. Yet they

also share commalities of,experiences, hopes, interests ,

egos, and. relatianshiris. (Ja:mes, 1981, p. 77)

Transescents are ap uncanny.conibintition,"at once

striving for independence, yet'being pathetically unsure of

themselves; trying to conform with peer gro4s, yet-wanting v..

adult approval; acting./just-so-sophisicated,

ing from a noticeable lack,of grace.- They a.frert, a'S Hol4ard

aptly statez, "on 7the edge of pubdrty.",(p. 2)

Until the 1960's, no widespread movement to create

new programs for this age had been developed. It became

the task of the middle school to dreate and -carry out such

programs in.order thtkt the obvious needs and charact41

istec"Pbf the transescent could be met.' -
1

TIMM its unsure beginnings fortr years'sgo, the middle.

school is an idea whose time has.come. Ijy 1968, 1,101

schools "fdr,the middle" could be Tound in the United states.

By1969., 2,298;.by 1975,,4,500 td 5,060. There is no'eount

as to the number df middle existing today. (Dyer,

o 1'



(1980, p. 60) One thing, however, is Sor certain: itch

,a growth pattern indicates.that,the middle.schools are

doing something right.
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Educational RatiOnalo,for the Middle School:

The founders of the junior high school level were

correct in recognizing that the educational needs of the

adolescent warranted a _separation front the 1-8, 9-12 sys-

tem of grb.de levels. However, they were unable to fore.-

see a two-f old problem-which would be widely-recognized

by.the second half of thAs century: 1) that junior%yigh

school programs would fall short,in fulfilling the pur-
.

pose for which they were developed, and 2) that changing

times would have a tremendous impact on the nature arm sub-,_

sequent xarious requirements of the adolescert, making It

increasingly difficult, if noteimpossible, to meet their
,

varioeand changing needs%

.
The middle school was created to corrett-fhe.programS

. ._-

for the transescent which_had-been attacked by educational)
-

------.

leader . Ate* of-criticism include: .high school-type ,

_=- !_,--.

scheduling-, infle' h.pxible student gioupings, iroper guidancg
-- .

.

-
--

-approaEhe.s, approaches to curriculum, and high school-type

student aCtivities. Founders of the middle school realized

that the education of student's batween primary and thigh,.

school years must be uniquely and individually tailored,so

that-the toals of learning and living acquired in the early

school years may become the skills needed to--fieognize

each child's,pOtential. The middle school experience,

therefore, was meant to be the liaison between youth and

L
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, ad, ulthoodi Aynch, p. -3) "In genera4; ' cites Alexander,

,

-

:(p. 12) "the proponent
cs

of.the middle school envisage a
r I

sciroca adilpted%o a wide.range of children, who . . . have

more in common with other than' with, elementary schaol chil-
.

..,

dreil or high sghoolers." It would be`asiumed that a child
f 1 \ - . v' i

in the middle school would possess some mastelir of the tools-
. . f

of,learnins, yet not be ready-for the academic specialize-
,

g4 ,

tion of the high-school

The environment andsTrograms of the middle school .
.

- must'differ in fundaMental respects from the elementary

Ooot

and high schools. As Alexander writes in The hmergent
. .

MidIle School (p. 12):

"Its faciaities tust be more varied and complex-than,
the eiene.nary schoolts, yet .,. not be s elaborate,
nor on the s me scale as those of the high schobl.

$ .The atmosphere mu-etbe_suited to the social is well
'as the intellectual neea f the youngsters, pro-
viding'ffiOre opportunity for ''al exchange than the
lower)zschool but setting more lim s_than an upper
sch&:6l. The total range'of academic bfferingz should
. . . be more readily accestible to the youngsters
'than in a,high school." 7-- ,

. In addition to re=shaping school programs.for.the
,

adolescent, the creators of the middle school had to co'n-
11

.;ider the change in the nature'of the 11-14 yearz-old during

th'e last several decades.. The,ingreased and:divergent

changes in the physical;'emOtional, and social growth

among students this age is greater than ,among students of

.gther ages. Children are maturing earlier, as indicated-

in studies which shOw, for example, that girls attain

13
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sexual maturity 1.3 years earlier than would have been

characteristic.fifty years ago. (Stier, p. 2) On the

.
whole, younger children have more awareness of personal

change,' and. changes occurring in their surrounding en-

vironment. Ma3s media, telecommunications, and other
4

technical devices account for these increased awarenesses.

Thus today's'adolescerits are more sophisticated learners

than was true even a generation ago.'

Lynch (p. 6) cite reaeons for this earlier onset.of

adolescence, this "doWnward shift"', as being due to climate

changes, improved diet, and sharply modified social inter-

actions. The middle school mus recognize the dynamics of

these changes. It must provide prdgraritswho-se major pur-

pose is to create a facilitative climate enabling the pre-
.,

,or.early adolescent to understand himself and the Changes'

occurring within and around him. .The totall-middle school

program was.designed to de-emphasize sophisticated activi-

ties of the junior high school) and dwell on the personaas.

development of the students. Opportunities for innovation

nee& to be fostered: team teaching, individualized in-

struction, flexible scheduling. In short, the middle school

. must be an institution at once flexible, yet Steadfast;

s.1 i

;This is necessary in.order to adequately serve the youth

for whom it was designed.

444
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Psvchologieal/Social Ratioiràif'dr the Middle School:
,

///

"The Middle 'school y '//Iggter . . is a pre-adolesc!ent
emerging from ch- 4bod in slora stages, sometimes
awkward and in cure, 'sometimes facile 6.nd-adept,
frequently concerned with self-assessMent, often
amazea by newly developing,powers,.constamtly in
need,of appropriate opportunities for exploration,
and venture, soMetimes capable of adult behavior
and .responses,/and Treqtlently in need Of oppor-
tunities.for,triai=and-error in situations where
'error is acceptable." (AleAander, p. 12)

Wause
the middle school student is in Such a psy- .

chological state of flux, coupled With earlier physical

maturation.than preyiouS' ienerations, the result is an

.

existence characterized by'tensions and emotional anxi-

eties. A psychologica:l rationa3z for middle school grouping

is to include the grades and ages where slIch effects ofo

pubescence is most likely to occur -- ages 11 to 14, grades

In hi..; book, Teaehing in the Middle School, Howard,

(p. 3) cites Mead, who concurs t.hat children physically

mature at a younger age than did their parents. As a re-

.
sult,.ther become,.caught in a pattern of earlier dating,

going steady, paring-off, and-emphasis upon vocational

chsoice earlier than the previous generation. In addition,

as produtts of the social envlronment in whieh they live,

children likewise are reachirig mental maturity at a younger

age. Piaget and Inheldet are quoted in Howard (p. 4) as

supporting'the tenet that the c4rent social. environment

A
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acts as a variable in tile development of Mental operations.

These include the ability to peiform fórmal thinking, deal

with'abstractions, and to conceptual±ze. In the past; chil-

dren acquired these abilitiestween thee ages of )2 and 14.
t )

Thece CognitiVe skills have been appearing at an earlier

age than previously, due largely to increased experiences

and exposure to the social environment. Thus, the belief

that ninth graders should be plaCed in the high 'school leVel

and moving the sixth grade with the seventh and eighth grades

is supported.

David Eichorn (p. 23) follows that the' years since

World War II were marked by an increased awakening and de-

velopment of the interests and attitudes of American Yeuth. .

4

Cultural changes .a,r-e----sponaihle for.increased intellectual

and social experiences which were pot previously possible.
:

As a result,oadolescents are Laced with an-indreased

sure to.conform to peet groups and fade. The outgrowth

% is an increased exposure to possible conflicts and desire

foe teens to speed up an already increasing phenomenon: loss .

of childhood.

This desire for earlier sophistication among young

people does not, mean that adolescents are teadier for new

ideas and new experience's. Nor'are they qiiicker to under-
,.

stand. This same sophistication, as Coletan (p. 42) states,

r
'

frequently means they are much more difficult to

vb.
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teach, more unwilling to be in the position of I'learner,'

,haVe lesS 'patience with teachers, and are not So apt to
. .

\ regard teachers as authorities. "

The psychological and sociological dilemma ofathe

middlp school is tO dealieffectively with this child-adult

who is aWare of himself and society, but not yet capable

of understanding what is Seen. (Hayighurst, p.'2) This

precocity of youth mixed with pseudo-sophistication of

'e adulthood gives the middle school its reason.for existence:

the traniescent. The goal of the middle,stbood? therefore,

is to be child-cdatered, so that during thelstud'entst yeats

of flux; time Is allowed for.grOwineUp.
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The Middle SchoolLEgyalsh Cutriculum:

4

Regardless of the subject being taught-to the middle

schooler, one thing is certain,: The curriculum must be.

flexible, varied, and.reflect numerous lear.ning strategies

designed to serve the needs of each individual child. With- .

out these 'qualities, no*curriculum'can account for the myriad

of differenbes which exitt among children of this age g bp..

<Stier, p. 3) Afexander, likewise, is q4oted by Stier, (p. 4')

A- '

as repforcing that thp " . . primary thrusts of the pid-

.dle sdhool"'should include-a focua on the individual and a

flexible and varied curriculum. ,These qualities of curridu-

lum are ippottant in that they help to " . . . ensure con-
-

t-inuity in learning by structuring the.curribulum along e.
. .

5 '

continuing progress model." As statements such as these

indicatWthe miple school repreSents,mdre than just a

grade reorganization. Curriculum changes based on the spe-

,,

cific needs of the middle school student constitute a large

par-kof what is truly meant by "middle school."
.

.

Often the middle school ttudent.is characterized as' a

child "in change," "in flux," or "in between." This chan-
,

ging person requires a total curriculum which is geared
,

toward the student, population, complete with varying needS,

maturity levels, and interest. However, in aadition to

o'

being largely different among themselves, children of middle

school age also possess bertairi common characteristics

1. .9
.11
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which separate them from younger,elementary and older,high

school students. These eharaateristics include an increase

in peer pressure, hightened self-awareness, the onset-of%

puberty slid its physical, psychological, and 'social sig-

nificance. The curriculum for tJlese grade 4-els-,-there-
. .

.

fore, must be able to be flexible e,nough to serve ind'iL
.1

.

vidual needsTwhile simultaneously be of interest and rele-
s

vanCe to thoSe in the Middle schopl age group.

The'literature for the middle schocd English currieu-
. . .

lum is sparse due to the fact that little has bee'n written

fon this topic. As. Daniel Dyer (1980, p. 61) reports; no

book ondthe subject had'been wriAen in-the 19701s, when

the middle school division was in full swing. This fact

ds further supported by Simmons, who is quoted in Dyer ''s

.(

article.(p. 60): "There, is a general lack of.interest

about young adolescents a'nd their'eurr-iculum."

Dyer (p.. 60),eites severafreasons for .this "lack

of interest and subsequent near absence of written thought

about the i rmediate English curribulum! They include:

-- The jun or high/middle schaol has fong been re-
garded in and out of the educational professi
as a wasteland.

-- Very few schools of education have specific
programs to train intermediate sehobl teachers.

---Very few states offer middle school level certi-

fication.

Not too many educators are sure whatfunction
the intermediate schaols are or shauld be.

.

, 20
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-- Middle schools'are frequently staffed with teachers
and administrators who are trained-to function at a.
different level and may therefore be a bit unsure

of their purpose. '

Dyer's statements indicate that Wan educational limbo, the
-

4dd1 school does not carry the impartánce' necessary for the

Jormuldlion and implementation h a specialized English cur-'
.

riculum: Ld if it does exist, the curriculum is not note-

iaorthy enough to find its way into the literature.

In'spite of_Dyer's,negativism,-evidence does exist to
,

indicate that,English curriculum is bein,g formalized in

ccoraance *ith the philoaophies and goals established for

the Aiddle school. 'Proponents of this belief Tind that the

middle school English classroom was d'esigned to be the.

focal point of education in the intermediate program.

The Amosphere of the EnglistitLanguage Arts classroom is

one which promotes a variety of interests, meets t. wide

'range of needs, and subsequently allows for individual fr

, growth and ideas. (Neininger, 197 These general objec-
. .

tives follow the over-all specialized oals of the total

middle,school program: to have a flexible, comfortable

environment which allows for the individuality of its stu-
.

d'ents.

More concretely,'thyiddle school English curriculum

has been described as a comprehensive study af English.

Students in_theilitermediate gracles f;arn a curriculum'

geared to help them to clarify, order, interpret, and Com-

municate experiences through the skillful use of the lan-

2?.
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guage. In order, for:tneaa language arts skills to be mas-,

tered, students follow a course of study in which oral and

written skills are.developed.and practiced. This is done

experientially, oxthrough "performance-orienIed" methods,

such as small and'ldrge group discussions, through contact
.

wIth literature, role playing, and,through utildzation of

!

various communicati ns media.. (New Orleans Public Schools,

Ourrictplum .Bulldtin, No, 57) These modes of "active learning."

.fit in well with he physiological make-Alp of the adoles-

.

cant. An inactive, irrelyant English curriculum would
.

4
likewise prove ineffective.

,
<

Ideally, the middle school English curriculum, like the,

ii2titution o the middle system itself, should break the

patterns established for thejunior high school curriCulum-

r

which.preceded'it. In particular, this level of curxicii-

slum should 'retain the,teaching of vital skills,'et utilize

unprecedented teaching techniques. Such implicatio ns for

the middle school Engllish program which run counter to tra-

-ditidnal theory and Practice in their teaching approaches

'have been out into practice in the New Orleans Public School

System. Many of these inndvative.practices include:

-- discussion, the core of the Engli4h program',

as a means of building students' 6elf-confi-
dence and as a means qf diagnosing their.lan-

guage needs.

- writing for fluency preceding concern for..

"correctness".

4 performing of language tasks as opposed to mem-
orization of abstract information about lan-

guaAe.

00
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-- preponderance of.student taric ai opposed 'to teacHer

talk. 0 ,

r
--'use 4 lanivage to lgarn grammar insteidof lea'rning

it through formal linguistic analysis.

dechanics and spelling ks the means toward better

written expression; not he reverse.

--.use Of film and teleVisio as valid and vital
media to ext'end students \range of experience
tec form.the bulk of studen writing.

-- use of vicarious.experiences which are not too ,

remote from personal experiences for use in com-

position.

Each of these trfe s of activities clearly fitg in with .the

sc4me of t1e middle school udrriculUm. Each can be indi-
I.

vidualize'd, experience-based, yet sfill structured in order

to achieve specified educational goals.

In a well-outlined.manners. Johnson (1981; pp, 41-,

42) states the four major components of the middle school

English curriculum.. He explains that the four skills:
-4:-

listening, speaking, reading, and writingftst provide a

bridge be ween.what Is taught in :the elementary end 'senior

,

high school For this reason, the middle'school English

0
curriculum sets out'to do what no other grade or subject

area can: to reinforce a student's lisening*, speaking,

reading, and writing abilities to analyze'language and to

develop insights into'literature. .

Ideally, then, the Englisff curriculum for the transes-
,

cent should provide the student with an activity-oriented,

skill-developmental course .of study specifically designed

for the adoleScent. It ust allow for diversity orinter-
,

'on

ests and ahilivties, yet rely.on the convlity of the adoles-

trf
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cent exiei-ience.. The English'curriculuvis as uniqueas

-

the students it fashions; i,, too,'merges ar4 re-emerges

into new design.

Even".0414gh skeptics such as Dyer express .dissatis-

factioh with present curriculum developments, those less

critical are able to see the middle school English cur-

,

riculum as derhaps it truly.is: a curriculum like the

transescent -- in the process of becoming.

. so

so

0 A

troll
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Baltimore County's Middle School CurriculuM:

As Maryand's largest,county, both 'geographically 'and
4

in population, Batimore Count:y likewi0 takes pride in having

one of the Stateis finest educational systems. The special-

ized area of English/Language Arts is no exCeption. As-with

the changing educational developments in the Nation, Balti-'

4rnore County has also shaped and re-shap its English goals

and curriculum. The last three decades have beeh charaCter-

ized by "Core" programs, behavioral objectives, "scope and

sequence," functional reading, and the endless focus-and re:-

focus of the Enilish befsics..

Historically, the secondary 141/el English program of

Baltimora.County remained relatively static from the 19401s

antil 1966. During that time', English was correlated with

social studiep to form what has been called "Core" curriculum.

In Core, the English language skills of reading, yriting,

listening, and spe'aking . . . were practiced and learned

within.the context ofsocial studies as well as in the liter-

ature units outside the core." (Curriculum Committee, BaltiT

, more County English nurriculum -Bulletin, grade 7, 1967, p.1)

This Core vrogram was considered the most effective course of

stuay)Saltimore County 'could offer. By 1966, however, the

need to provide a "content of ideas" within the field of

English itself, had become crucial. This need for a separate,

specialized.bullet3,1f English instruction chrmlogically
..

26
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coincides with the nation-wide.swing toward the development

A of the middle school and the concurrent dissatisfaction with

the junior high.school.

The year, 1966, marked the first time in'the County's'-
.

his:tory that threr: teaQhers were released full-time to con-
)

struct an English.curriculum. During this year, general ob-
,

jectives for the exiztin& junior high English program, a

sequence of units for:the three-yedr'prZgram (grades 7, 8,

and 9), and model units as examples,of procedures for summer

workshop participants were developed. Athin the zpan of a

year, the junior high school course of study in English .w.as

createL. 'Included in the curriculum were actiVities and.

procedures in reading, literature, oral and_written compo-

sition, and language. .After a twenty-six year respite, Balti-

mare Bounty's Engliph curriculum on the junior high level was

reconstructed, reshaped, abd nevitalized.

Future plans for this level of curriculum were also

'stated inythe curriculum guide. Their includedk

-- the :tightening of sequence,of activities,
from ^imple to complex, in both content
and'language skill development.

-- the provision of .greater flexibility in

dealing with pupils of'below-average
ability..

t'o re.-write units . . . where ,teacher
have indicated that. revisions or additions.

are,necessary. . ,
..- the preparation Of a handbook l'O-1.44ll

teachers of secondary Engl.ish, gradez.

°Pr
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7-12 (containing) 2harts that sum-
marize every unit in the'English program,
so that teachers of any Particular -grade
may get a quick view of the whole pro-
gram. (Curriculum Committee, 1967, p.,2)

Thus, a focus of the English .curriculuM was to the

future, whereby weakne aas in the 1967 course of study could

be corrected,,and additiohs could be included.

In 1978, a revised dounty English curriculum guide for

Grade 8 was prepared, as was a 7th Grade guide in 1979.

The Preface-of both ,courses of study are exact, as'is fitting

for two "middle" grades. The-Countyls.efforVs to re-work

the curriculum is stres*sed:

"This bulletin represents one stage in,the continuing

process or revising and updating the Baltimorê County
English Prbgram . . (Included in the Bulletin is) an
increased emphasis on the following:

the English Program as basicalli a reading,
writing, and language improvement program;

-- a concentrated effort to clarify objectives
so that the relationship between learning
experiences, instructional-materials, and

teachIng techniques is unmistakably obvi-

ous to students, teachers . . . ;

-.L.the, assessment of student interests,
ties, needs, and knowledge as a basis for
planning realistic instructional objectives.;

an increased use of student involvement
and judgment in the planning, implementa-
tion, and assessment of learning experiences;

-- learning experiences, instructional materi-
als, and teaching strategids designed to.
proMote language generation among students;_

-- required basictlearning experiences in in-
terpreting, composing, and language as part

Qf a sequential K-12 English Program.."

(Curriculum Committees, Baltimore County English
CurrieulUm Bulletins, Grade 7, 1979 and Grade 8,

T978,p. 1)

98 I "
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In'addition to these items of increased emphasis, both

curriculum guides include a description of the ever-all

English Program which the new guides explain:

"The,English Program introduces students,to literary',
linguistic, and rhetorical traditions and forms . .

encourages student involvement in all its aspects.
Direct, real experience -- listening, :viewing, impro-
vising dramatically, composing, and speaking -; initi-
ates mdst learning experiences. The prograt empha-
sizes learning through all the senses so that learning
is total rather than solely verbal. Participation is,,
further encouraged by the implementation of activities
which guide the student toward the disbovery an& articu-
lation of sianificant concepts and generalizations."
(Curriculum Comtittees,,1978 and 1979, p. 2)

The Prbface to the 6th Grade English guide published j:n

1979 also contains similar concepts. Of particular signifi-
, ,

canoe is a'statement explaining that, in 1978, elementary

teachells were,asked to "identify the most important learning

experienees they provided children in the areas of inter-

preting, composing, and language." Theiresult'is the present

course of study for the English Lanauage Arts"Program in the

.
elementary school,.grade six, or in the middla school, grade

six. This program provides" . . . a variety of basic learning

experiences in.each of the three major strands:. oral and writ-

ten composition, the nature and structure of language, and

reading literature." (Curriculum Committee, Baltimore County

English Gurriculum Bulletin, Grade 6, 19794 p; 3)

he purpose of stating these similarities in the written

intentions and related goals'of the'6th, /th, and 8th grade

English.curriculUm guides is to show the natur'al likenesses

of.these three,grade levels prior to the development of the
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.
middle school unit in Baltimore County. As early as'the mid-

to-late seventies when the revisions of curriculum for these,

three grades were in progressOhe writers of curriculum recog-

nized the apparent, likenesses in the educational needs of stu-

dents ages 11 to 14. The-key throughout these introduct'ory

passaEes has been the use of the words: experience, student

involyement, participation, discovery. With relation to class:.

room activities, words.such as these indicate the utilization ,

of a curriculum not stagnant in nature, but ora which if fo-

cused on the student as an individual and within the context

of a class of sipalar

Developed for the 6th gradprs in.elementary schoOl and for

the. 7th and 8th graders in junior high, the curricula for these

levels has been termed, "student-cente'red." As stated in the

7th-and 8th grade bulletins, "This curriculum is designed for

students from Baltimore County, a fast growing, rapidly chang-

ing area of the United §iates-,_It reflects the designers'
-

concerns for the student. -- his needs, his search for identity,

his triumphs, his aspirations, his failures,^his frustrations,

and his quest for happiness in a constantly changing wOrld.."

(Curriculum Committee, 1978 and 1979, p. 5) This philosophy

reflects that which helped to re-shape and form the middle

school unit which developed nation-wide in the 1960ts... Even

though the middle school movement did not take hold in Balti-
,

more CoUnty until a decade, later,the curriculum designed for

the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade student was formulated in.accor-

dance with the- middle school concepts. In addltion to the
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philosophical intent, this includes the sociological and

psychological aspects as well. Again, this view of the

changing adolescent in a changing world, a child who has

the need fpr a very spepialized curriculum, is qi.loted in

the 7th'and 8th grade English bulletins:

"The teenaaer is perplexed
.-- by the effects of physiological change.
-- by the numbers and colnplexity of the decisions he'

is expected to make.
-- by the bombardment of auditory s,nd visual stimuli

to which he is exposed.
The teenagei is frightened
-- by the-uncertainty of his own future.
-- by the intellectual demands of.an academic program.
-- by the struggle inherent in his effort tb achieve

social maturity.
The teeng.ger is-motivated
-- by natural curiosity.
-- by the need tor affection, recognition, and security.

-- by the need to achieve and maintain acceptance by

his peers.
-- by the need to acquire means of self-expression."

(Curriculah Committee, 1978 and 1979, p.5)

25,

In.accordance with this 'rationale, the activities in

the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade English curriculum guides provide

the students'with opportunities to:

=- acquire the skills, the knowledge, and the flexi-
'bility-needed to handle the, yariety of language'

.roles demanded by society.

-- receive intruction in'language that yill help
them control basic forms af oral and written compo-.

sition, and that will help them interpret non-verbal
as well as verbal systems of communication.

-- add to their understandin& of the forces that influence

human behavior.

-- experiment with new concepts and new.ideag.

---'examd:ne alternatives for the future.
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Thus,. with7such.a complete, mell-structured, student

centered English curriculum, Ba.1..timore County moved ta the

beginnings of the middle school.

The elimination of the existing junior higli schools'and

the formation of the middle school ha; not been a simultaneous,
ta'

.
.v

county-wide'projett. To date, both still exist. 'However,
4

to assist in the *County's reorganization io it occurred, a

Middle School D4rection Committee and The'Middle Years Pro-

gram Committee were formed. In a publication entitled, The

Middle School in Baltimore County Public Schools,thesectwo

comMittees outline County policy regardingthe middle school
.

development. ,.gepeatedly, it is expressed that the junior

high schobl its educational ioals, programs, and basic

tchool organization -- is the basis ahd springboard for the

middle school. It.is stated that even though a middle school

organization offers the potential for an even better educa-

tional prokram than that offered in Ae junior high,,Baltimare

County .has an existing " . . . gobd junior high school pro-

gram." (Middle School Direction/Middle Years Program, Committees,

:The Middle School in Baltimore'County, 'MI:. p.3), *Some.reasons

given to support the change, however, include the like grouping

of, physical and'mental maturity levels in grades 6 through 8,

more flexibility in scheduling, and Inter-disciplinary cooper-

ation. The possibility for these implementations is*not al-

lowed with the 9th grade.in the same building..

This practical approach to-the dhahge tik.the middle school

3 2 ,
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is further supported b'y this statement regarding curiiculum:A

"It is important td stress that sixth, seventh, eighth,

and ninth grade pupils are offered the same curricula

regardless of whether they ate housed in an elementary,

a middle sbhoor, or a junior high schodi. With dither

'
organization, .heavy emphasis iS placed on the'teaching

and reinforcement of basic skills as a foundation.for

pursuit of'the senior high school program."'

(Middle School Direction/Middle Years PrograM Commit-4es,,

3) -

In con'trast, however, 'is a.ecognition for a program to

fit the specialized needs of the middle school Student:

"In Order to provide a comprehensive progran for early

adolescents that is relevant to their individual needs,

as well as societal denands; goals must be established

which lead to the development of self--directing indi-

viduals.", (Middle-Schooi Direction/Middle Years Program .

Committees, p. 9)

Several goSas for instruction and orgenization Which are

necessary it establishing a program for students -in the middle

years is also suggested. Included are those which particular-:

ly specify intentions fo. the micldle school, namely:

-- to provide an adequate and secure transition be-

tween elementary school and senior high school.

-- to create a learning,setting relatively free from

the pressures of sophisticated and highly organized

sotial events.

-- to involve the community in implementing the School

Programs for the middle years.

.

-- to create an environment that provides adequately

for the wide-range of individual differences in the

intellectual, pSychological, aesthetic, social. and,.

physical development of boys'and girls."

(Middle School Direction/Middle Years'Program Com-

iniqees, p. 10)

In order to iccomoaate these and other objecti:ves estab-
,

lishtd for the middle School, the curriculum, as well aa the

r

33
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total school program should have as its major goal," . the

Acouisition of proficiency in the skill and procedures through.%

which these discipline§ contribute to the understanding of

human nature." (Middle School DirectiOn/Middle Year§ Pri)gram

Committee§, p. 23) The English program which consists of

units in which literature and reading are integrated wi0 ,

language and cpMposition is.structured to do ao. The progfam,

likewise,-is designed to introduce students to literary forms ,

and archetypes, to emphasize literary selections which Axe

relevant to studsnts' experiences, and to 'provide for 3ecuen-

tial development cof the concepts and skills which will im-:

prove .tall students' reading and.writing abilities.

. The middle school English curriculum is nestled in the

over-all C^unty grade reorganization. It represents years of,

fprmation and re-formation, dating back:to the sixties and

with revisions in the seventies. It is not, however, a dif,

ferent English curriculum than that estaUished for junior

.high school,students of the past, nor: fortthose existinfto-

day. The skill emphasis is the samb in both grade level orr

ganizations, as is' ths 'importance of teaching those skills.'

Because there has alwaYs been an awareness of the transescent's

specialized educational, intellectual, social, and psychologi-

cal needs as 4anifestea throUghout the jurvior high school

English curriculum, the creation of thc middle school specifi-
,

cally for the cllanging Adolescent has:not brought about a

change in the curriculum.
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Recommendations for"the;middle school and related En-lish
orovrams:

Baltimore Cbuntyls English curriculum far the, emergent

middle school "appears to be ahead of national trends in recog-
_

nizing the need for, and implementing specialized courses of

'study for the trahsescsnt. Even though the present curriculum

for the ZYth, 7th, and 8th grades is the same as that written

for these grade leyels in their previous elementary-junior

high school framework, it was obviously written with tht 4

dent as-the focus. As ha leen stated,.the English curriculum

is "student-centered": its philosophies, learning objectives,

basic learning experie ces, and suggested activities as enumer-
.

1

ated in the curriculum ull'etins, are exemplary in their view

toward's the needs of the transescent. Evidence exists to in-

wm/Odr,

dicate an awarenesz of tlip changing adolescentts need for

varied course of study; the English basics are stressed within

the context of various experiential activities. :Throughout all

of the sixth grade units, for example, "sudents are involved

in improvisations, 'oral oomposition, and other experiences.

which provide them with opportunities to generate language

purposefully." (Curriculum Committee, 1979, p. 3) The
0

seventh grade, units stress ,student involvement in var

language and literature-related'activities. The eigh h grade

course of study, likewise, provides the student with "liter-'
A

ature experiences" including the retding and studying 'of

various genre of literature, Wnd related language activities.
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Preceding the detailed ianguage and literature units of

'each grade level is the stated philosophy and purpose of the

curriculum. As has already been noted, these are in accord-

ance Cilth established middle school guidelines. The instruc-
,

tional purposes and programs which Baltimore County offers its

middle school students in the English/Language Arts area of
/

cUrriculum are trend-setting in relation to the over-all middle

school movement in the Nations The programs seem o be:devel-

oped with an .eye to the present as,well as future needs of the

adolescent for whom they were written. Baltimore Countyls

writers of:curriculum yere, at the very leAt, visionary in

their perceptions.

While the English curriculum for the 6th, 7th, and 8th

grade sepis to be,without needof revisiontto U.t the scheme

of the middle'school, some'on-going areas of concern, however,

can be addressed in order to mainiain the proficiency af the

iddle school.English program. Many,factors are involved in

the maximuh utilization of a middle schoor program, including' ,

the physical nature of the building; cooperationland competenc'y
-/

of administratibn and teaching staff, interdisciplinary articu-
.

lation, and budgetary concerns. With these in mind, recom-

mendations include:

1, Development of a Middle. School "Task Force: The

-focus of such a committee would be to examine curricular and

administrative policy and procedures in middle schools cur-

.
k-#

0.
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rently in operation. Recommendations for optimum performance

of this grade reorganization cc:add theR be made. Of extreme

importance is an open line of communication between this corn-

mittee and all administrators, chairpersons, and teachers who

'. . ,

are involved in the middle school. kbulletin or other publi-

is

._

cation hoilld be issued regularly :to insure that two-way com-

munication exists, IL

It would be of benefit tb include members of aadil subject

area on thiA committee in order to guarantee the ma,ximum*in

inter-disciplinary communication.

2.. Departmental pEirallel scheduling:, Scheduling of

this type allows for grouping and re-grouping of students as.

the need arises. Such flexibility facilitates'individualized

instruction according to student need-and capability, as well

4s allowing for optimum use.oT teackier resources.

3. Team-teaching: Particularly in an "open space" area;
- .

the te'aming of teachers.can best maximize teacher and student

abalities, and sqhool facilities; as well. Such teaming allows'

for student differences in 'that students are exposed to two

or more teachers per class period, and riot a onelto-one'daily

encounter with a sgle teacher personal]. y. Teachers, like-
.-

wise, can enjoy exercising different tsac ing approaches and

techniques not possible in a .confined clas room.

If. Middle School certification o ndatory middle

school teacher training: A teadher i the middle sChool needs

specialized training in order to be most ef4ctive in dealing

a
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with the adolescent in the miadle grades. State certificabion

on the secondary and elementary levels overlaps the middle

grades,*but it does not provide the teacher With the special-

iz.ed bdblcground which the transescent's needs warrant.

,Because middle school certification is not yet 'possible

in Maryland, traih,ing should be provided for the middle school

tes,cher. This training should include the'instruction of

teaching techniques geared to the adoleqent, such as the

of,media to draw frp their experiences, and motivational

activities to help teacl-; the English badics. Baltimore

County's film library and'media services.provide excellent'

sovrces from which to draw materials for,clastroom use.

Today's adolescents are a media generation, and English/

language Arts teachers,'in particular, would do well to woDk

with this,fact rather than fight

5. Small classes: Wherever possible, small.classas

should be maintained in order to allow for the individual

attention and teacher-student interaction needed by the mid-

dle school student. The smaller the teacher-student ratio,

the more this is possible. It is difficult, if not impossible,

for a teacher's Attention to be dverted to thirty students,

.
.

.

'at ohce all in need of encouragetent
,

or directions. An .

.
.

effective teacher must be able tO provide students with o

"success experiences" -which cap be renderd more often when

class sizes allow for personalization and individualization

39
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of activities.

6.' Inter-disciplinary-articulation: This is an important

aspect of "student-centered" curriculum, for it allows a joint

effort to take place in educating the studeni: If. teachers .

.0

would pool resoarces such as laerature and use of films,

and combine talents in a team approach, studen,ts can pe a

relationship between disciplines as well as what is meant by

"i.ota/Neducation., Also, this would dispel'the atmosphere

.th'at each class is a 'aeparate'enfdty, where "never,the tw.ain

shali meet." Likewisp, inter-disciplihary teai-meetings among

teadhers bf -similar sections to discuss and work with tudent

concerns would also be of value in working withthemiddle

1schbol levels;

7. 4pecialized report card: A report card created for

.middle schnbl student rather than a County-wide "aecondary

level" means of evaluation would be of benefit to the over-

all middle school program. A report card of cthis nature would
K .

allow for inclusion of specific courses of Ttudy and electives

geared toward the middle school. In additioh, entries under ,

non-academic areas such as ;'citizenship" and "work habits"

can be tailored to the adolesoprit.

8. Commuriity. research: Research on each school com-

munity should be done ill order to yield insights into the

natureof local needs which can be applied 'to the implementa-

tion of ihe standard :curriculum and innovative' programs. The

sbhcolts community is an untapped resource; utilizing it. &an

40
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give relevance to school endeavors. Activities such es field

trips -Co local points of interest, guest.speakers from com-

munity businesses and organizations, and parent-sponsored'

funqtions can help to achieve this result, A school-wide

assembly program on a .regular basis Tor such a purpose would

give impetus to a community-related program..

Teachers of various disciplines could Use ihis community-

'Icesed research and follow-up&as the springboard for various

'classroom activities. English-related activities include

classroom discussion and debating of aurrent com unity issues,

4
written and oral composition, and functional rea4ang skills.

Recommendations such as these would benefit the total

middle sdhool program sinee.they re3,y on communication .and

implementation .of"combined group effort. They would also, how-
-,

ever,; enhance the English program as previously delineated due

'to the purriculum's continuing efforts tp provide students of

the 6-0, and,8th grades with the most co"pte, well-

rounded courses of.study to date. Any improvementi, there-*

fore, in the total school pregram would positively'effect

the English 'Cbrriculum. Due to the nature of the subject, .

A

English teachers ere most able to take full advantage of

any "pluses"-beyond the set curriculum and weave them .into

daily lessons. Flexibility-is of keynodimportc.nce for the

teacher of Such a viable curriculum as the English c.ourses of

study for the piddle school grades. Such a reliable curricu-

lum coupled with competent teachers and total middle school

41
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program 4s necessary when working with the nost changing of
- .

all students, the transescemt. In theory, Baltimore Countyls

35
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English curriculum complementS the students for whom it was
t ,

_

written. For each teacher, only the challenge of implementin. g

the. curriculum As intendea renilins:

-

I

I I

)
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